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2017 STAFF REUNION REPORT IN 33 THOUGHTS

The 2017 Staff Reunion took place from September 22 to 24,
2017.  Blessed with record warm temperatures and a turnout
of almost 180 staff alumni, it was a weekend to remember.
While tradition dictates that someone provides a narrative
report on the weekend events, in honour of Lub’s 33 years as
Director, there were 33 random thoughts that crossed my mind.

1.     Huge thanks to Paul Chamberlain for his tireless work in
reaching out to alumni far and wide, warmly welcoming them,
and seeing a turnout that had almost equal representation from
each the last 6 decades.

2.     On the Tuesday before the reunion, Austin, Texas’ own
Phil Sherwood emailed me a screen shot of the next 7 days’
weather forecast for “Minden Hills”.  There were no daily highs
below 85 degrees.  The 2014 reunion featured 3 straight days
of 80 degree weather.  This one was going to be even hotter.

3.     Terrific turnout for the Friday night social in the lodge.
Great to have our son, Will, there with so many other fathers
and sons like Geoff and Adam Seaborn, Mike and Bobby Sher-
wood, Tim and Chris Bermingham, and the Etheringtons.

4.     Water temperature off the Outer A for Saturday morning Polar
Bears?  78 degrees or a full 17 degrees warmer than the average
temperature for the first pre-camp water evac of the summer.

5.     The Decades baseball game was highlighted by the stellar
play of the Dennys’ brothers and the late game offensive hero-
ics of Mark Ross, John and Cam Sherratt as Team Plewman
narrowly bested Team Lub in a relatively controversy-free con-

test.  Major new introductions this year?  Jeff Lloyd brilliantly
assuming the starting pitching role and a soft core phosphores-
cent green ball that made a repeat of anyone hitting one into the
tennis courts an impossibility.

6.     Speaking of the Dennys’, there were four Dennys’ brothers
on staff.  As I sat beside Jim Dixon on Saturday, I wondered,
other than the Dennys family and the Dixon family, were any
other families with four brothers on staff?

7.     I never thought that I would see the day when Mrs. Chief
would be speaking with all 180 of us via cell phone at the pre-
dinner cocktail party on Saturday afternoon at the beach.  

8.     A pleasure to hear Mike Latimer’s report on the continued
success of Amici.  A big thanks to Mike and all of the leadership
team at Amici for their fine work.

9.    Five people we need to see at the next reunion:  Jeffrey Latimer,
Andy Muir, Ryan Foster, Gord Davidson, and Cam Binkley.

Continued on page 4...
Frisbie golf on Saturday morning
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FIRESIDE CHAT 
From Lub and the entire Latimer Family

The last two Post Camp Staff members finally departed the shores of
Gull Lake on November 6th after a very long and busy fall season at
Kilcoo. We had nine school groups, two sports teams, one corporate
group, one Family Camp, one wedding reception, and the highlight:
one amazing staff reunion! Many of you attended the 2017 reunion,
and you made it the busiest one ever. The weather for the reunion, and
the fall in general, was spectacular, with warm sunny days and bright
blue skies. The reunion is always so magical, with the raucous sing-
song, the softball tournament, the Frisbee golf 12-some’s & 16’somes,
and all the little groups hanging out all over camp. Notable about this
fall’s reunion was the representation from across the decades, all the
generations were well and equally represented, it was very cool. The
Chapel on Sunday morning was highlighted by some great speakers:
Smoothie; Peter Armstrong, who was back for the first time in
decades; Ken Mason and his interesting perspective from the United
States; and of course the incomparable, Scott Russell. They all gave
their own wonderful takes on what Kilcoo is, and what it means to
them. The scene reminded me of how powerful the impact from this
little place on Gull Lake can be, and how the impact can be so positive
for so many different people. My family and I are so blessed to be a
part of the Kilcoo community and I will never take that for granted.

The current summer Staff and LITs are reminded every day how im-
portant their role is in to continue the legacy of the Alumni and to
strengthen our camp. They did a great job this past summer, not wor-
rying about the weather and just continuing to be great support to the
current campers at Kilcoo. The summer was a blur of activity with
trips to the Nahanni River, Vancouver Island, Quetico PP, and all over
Onatrio, Bushpede, camp Olympics and everything in between. The
summer also marked the end of Rob “Chissy” Chisnall’s time at Kil-
coo. He has been a constant through my thirty-three years as Director.
We have been so lucky to have Chissy; his program set the bar for all
others. He was the greatest instructor this camp has ever had, and for
all those who were taught by him or worked with him, you know his
passion for Kilcoo and the climbing world knows no bounds. His
“camp wedding” in July was a highlight for sure! Thank you Chissy,
we wish you and Margarita all the best in the years ahead, and we’ll
see you in the summer for some climbing days! (We knew he wasn’t
going away cold turkey!)

We are rebuilding the ceramics building in 2018 and the returning staff
look awesome, and there should be very little turnover. It was very
special to have to have my boys, TJ & Charlie, as first year LITs in
.2017, and I have to say that, “they get it” The boys were great LITs
and they are excited for next summer already.

I would like to say thank you to Paul Chamberlain for his efforts with
the reunion, as I mentioned, it was a huge success and so much credit
needs to go to Paul. Paul continues to work with the Redstone LIT
groups through the summer and his annual address during pre-camp
training is a highlight for the staff & LITs. Paul, thank you so much.
I hope everyone has a wonderful winter and that you find time to catch
up with Kilcoo friends along the way. I hope everyone finds some
“Kilcoo Magic” and has a chance to relive those amazing memories
of our little place on the beautiful blue waters of Gull Lake.

RIP RAM RAzzLE SCRAM 
DAvID “LUB” LAtIMER

EDITOR’S MUSINGS

SSome residents of southern Ontario have referred to thesummer of 2017 as “the summer that wasn’t”, but don’t try
telling that to this summer’s Kilcoo campers, and certainly
not Lub. This summer’s camp was full, noisy and as active
as ever, and each time I arrived, even if on the tail of strong
thunderstorms, no one mentioned weather in negative
terms. However, it is interesting to note that Gull Lake’s
water temperature reached its zenith for the year at about
3p.m. on Saturday, September 23rd which happened to be
in the midst of this year’s alumni reunion which saw more
activity on and in the water than in previous reunions. In
fact, it appeared to me that the reunion weekend saw the
baseball diamond dry for the first time since the summer
began.

This year’s reunion was, in the minds of many, the best yet
with attendance the highest I can remember. I was especially
delighted that so many alumni from the different decades
were present and to me it was no surprise how well so many
people mixed with others whose only connection was their
Kilcoo experience. On a personal level, it was very rewarding
to be able to facilitate a return to camp of several good friends
after as many as 54 years: Don Craw, Dave Moyle, John
West and Ron Scott. John Carruthers has once again provided
an insightful and creative account of the event and this issue
of the Gazette has captured brief comments from several oth-
ers as well. The camp website alumni page now features a
gallery of pictures from the reunion. Please take a look at
them when you have a chance. After checking the very, very
long range weather forecast for 2020, I have set the dates for
the weekend of September 25th to 27th for the next one. I
hope many of you will mark your calendars now.

For Kilcoo in 2017 it was something of an unique year in
that there were 24 first year staff members who two years
ago had been 1st year LIT’s. While I think this put Lub and
Tingles to the test in the precamp training week, it is also a
testament to the quality of leadership being developed at
Kilcoo. Kilcoo has always been dependent on campers re-
turning eventually to take on staff roles but it was never
more apparent than this year.

Amici experienced great success again this year with over
250 children sent to camp and once again I was able to par-
ticipate in the Canoe Heads event with support from many
of the alumni whose years at camp date back to the time of
Amici’s origins in 1964. Passing on the opportunity of a
camping experience to others has, over the past 50 years,
become just as much a hallmark of Kilcoo as the firm hand-
shake and strong leadership.

A final comment: I think everyone who attended the re-
union felt a reconnection with what they treasure most
about their memories from summers past and perhaps had
the same sense that Scott Russell described when he said,
“The thing that most strikes me about Kilcoo is that for all
of us who return...it is like coming home.”

PAUL CHAMBERLAIN
1956-1967
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I
LETTER FROM A FIRST YEAR CAMPER

I found the letter that I wrote my parents from Kilcoo dated July
18th 1976. It is a beauty. My brother discovered it while he was
preparing as Master of Ceremonies for my wedding in 1997. I had
forgotten about my “early days” at Kilcoo. Let’s just all agree that
it can be difficult for a 10 year old boy to be away from home and
at camp for the very first time (or maybe it was just me?). I will
never forget when my brother Scott read this letter out loud in front
of 150 people at our wedding. That very funny moment was one
of many highlights from a special evening with friends and family
(many Kilcoo alumni in attendance). It was even more so because
Scott was there celebrating with us as a family.

If you like, I would like to say a few words to introduce the letter
and thank all my cabin mates, counsellors, LITs, section directors
and Chief for putting up with a fragile homesick camper! People
like Peter Enns (my first friend), John Carruthers (who set me
straight), Bill McIntosh, Scott Russell, Harry McMurty, Dave Gra-
ham, Phil Sherwood, Scott McBurney, Rob Chisnall, Tom Stanton,
Gord Davidson, Peter Currie, Bill Jack, Elmo, Jeff Latimer, Lub,
and of course Mr. and Mrs. Chief. There are too many staff and
campers to mention here. Thank you all (you know who you are).
I, of course, stayed 12 more summers after that fateful letter and
finished my last in 1987 as Water Front Director. Today, I am im-
mensely proud of my 3 sons who have all had the good fortune to
be a part of Kilcoo Camp. They have turned into young men. This
summer Chris is pursuing his passion in road biking while Ben and
Michael are counsellors. I can see little bits of Kilcoo in all of them.
Look people in the eye when you shake their hands. Treat people
with respect. 

Kilcoo – what a gift.
ANDREw MERRICk

1981-1987

In preparation for this year’s alumni reunion we asked everyone
to submit their favourite song titles. We invite you our readers to
send an e-mail to gazetteeditor@kilcoo.com telling us which songs
you think were in the top five and if you can, in which order they
placed. If at least 10 people respond there will be a prize for the
most accurate submission. The list follows(in alphabetical order):

Bless This Camp    Blood on the Saddle
Can’t Turn  Off the Rain   Donut Song     
Four Strong Winds    Land of the Silver Birch
I’se The By            In the Wet                
Kilcoo Blues        Johnny Appleseed
Morning Has Broken    Old King Cole            
Sunshine        There Was a Crooked Man   
Three Musketeers       When You Walk Through a Storm
Zoomba Za It’s the Far Northland
Down by the Bay Father Abraham                
Gunderbeck Titanic
O Vreneli  

KILCOO’S FAVOURITE SONGS



10.     Recently gone but never forgotten:  The irreplaceable Dr.
Bill Macrae.  When Dr. Macrae and his wife Mandy came to
Kilcoo in 1979, Kilcoo had never before seen such an involved
doctor and doctor’s family.  Office hours at the infirmary may
have been after breakfast and after mail call but throughout the
day, Dr. Bill would be playing soccer with the Pathfinders or
checking out what was happening at the tower.  Rest in peace,
Dr. Macrae.

11.    The floating trampoline off Chapel Point was a very
popular activity. The broken ankle over-under was 1.5.  The
under came in.

12.     Hard to believe that the canoe dock was almost empty by
11:00 a.m. on Saturday morning. Lindsay Ko had a bit of an
unplanned swim in the narrows but was salvaged by a brilliant
canoe over canoe rescue from Kyle Morris.

13.    Five more people we need to see at the next reunion:  Dave
Stewart, Jay Haddad, Terry Love, Scott Elmhurst, and Bill
McIntosh.

14.    Anything missing?  How about the slide show?   The high-
light of staff reunion Saturday night used to be the slide show
that the Chief would host.  There would be the standard slides
of George the Barber, Kilcoo in the winter, the opening of the
sauna, the mudslide, Mr. and Mrs. Plewman, Ruth, Mrs. L., and
the old lodge.  The Chief’s commentary was outstanding.  The
Chief was also smart.  He would always include slides of
alumni who were no longer with us.  A certain slide of Gary
Kline would always bring huge applause.  No one could start
the Voyageur Section yell like Gary.  

15.     The camp looked fantastic.  With all of the semi-detached
cabins in the Oasis, Craig Beggs said, “It kind of looks like
Leaside”.

16.    What a brilliant idea that Charlie Plewman had in 1932 to
start the rosters.  I can look at the names for hours.  It was
special to have my brother Dave with me to look at our Dad’s
name on the 1946 roster.  

... continued from cover

17.     With Mike Sherwood and his team in the kitchen working
feverishly, you could be confident that the meals would be of a
quality that would make Alice Mills, Grant Rush, and Howard
Clyde proud of those who followed them in the Kilcoo kitchen.

18.     There is not much vacant space in the lodge for more ros-
ters, Olympic plaques, and cabin signs.  The genius behind the
modern version of Cabin signs remains Scott McBurney.  Every
cabin sign that is based on a trade-marked image or symbol is
still the offspring of “McBurney’s”, “Scottie’s Little Softies”
and “McBurney’s Attorneys”.

19.     I am glad that Lub has made sure that the photo of Scott
Merrick remains prominently displayed above the piano.

20.    Is it possible to have a reunion sing song without Ken
Jones at the keyboard?  It does not matter how many times Ken
has played Vreneli, it always comes out fresh.  It is also surpris-
ing that more of Murray Hewitt’s benches have not been broken
during the camp yell after All For One and One For All.

21.     It’s hard to believe that we have had to have past Sunday
chapels in the lodge because of cold and rain.  This year, we
were treated to moving thoughts and memories from Scott
Russell, Ken Mason, Peter Armstrong, and Bob Slingerland.
Chapel Point never looked more peaceful than it did this year
as we closed with Four Strong Winds.

22.    A delight to see so many of the genuinely good guys:
Jamie Gerson, Ian Campbell, Ray Lyons, Rob Galloway, Tim
Ernst, Paul Harlock, Paolo Campisi, and Dean Rutty.

23.     With Hal Hannaford and Lub in camp for the entire weekend,
we had 35 consecutive years of Kilcoo Directors amongst us.  

24.     How amazing were the post-camp staff?  They were the
glue who kept everything running smoothly.  They can trans-
form the lodge from a mess at 3 a.m. to something that looks
ready for Visitors’ Day in less than 1 hour.

25.     Possibly a Kilcoo staff reunion first?  The attendance of
a sitting MP, Will Amos (L-Pontiac).  A big thank you to Will
for bringing a bottle of wine signed by the Prime Minister which
was auctioned off for the benefit of Amici. Does this potentially
mean that next year’s reunion will see the return of Kilcoo’s
only staff alumna senator, The Honourable Linda Frum (Arts
and Crafts 1978-79)?

Seniority Ball



26.    When I arrived on the Fort Erie bus to join Cabin 9 in Au-
gust of 1969 in the mighty Pathfinder Section under Section
Director Des Dutrizac, my counselor was Dave Campbell and
my CIT was Tim Bermingham.  Both Dave and Tim were in
attendance this year.  Tim did yeoman’s work as the official
reunion photographer.  Some of Tim’s pictures should be on the
alumni section of the Kilcoo website soon.

27.     The Chief did lots of great things.  The building of stumps
at the Voyageur campfire was among his best.  It’s always
important to stop by and honour Bob Strauss, Jean Laperriere,
Dave Nelles, David Mack, and the others whose names are
forever marked there.

28.    I went into the Handicraft shop to look at the framed black
and white photo of the late Douglas Quigley.  He would have
been 68 years old this year.

29. I am glad that Cabin 24 has yet to be torn down.  Its his-
tory is beyond rich.  I went in to look for Dave Graham’s sig-
nature from ’77, ’79, and 82.  It was there on the side closest to
the Oasis.  Right beneath it?  The signature of Cam Graham,
’17.  Dave would have been proud.    

30.   The parting gift this year was outstanding. The Kilcoo
Sketch Book contains over 24 sketches by artist and alumnus
Peter Taylor.  His beautiful drawings bring many Kilcoo land-
marks to life.  Speaking of artists, the late John Viljoen’s portrait
of the Chief next to the fireplace still looks perfect.  

31.   It is good that we still gather around the horseshoe, remove
our hats, sing Maker of Men, and observe flag-lowering before
the Saturday night dinner.  Until Paul Chamberlain mentioned
it at Chapel, I did not realize that Maker of Men actually has 4
verses. 

32.    Five more we need to see at the next reunion:  Grayson
Burke, Beth Latimer, Andy Dixon, Andy Vernon, and Susan
Hannaford.

33.    Only 33 more months until staff 
reunion 2020. Thanks for an outstanding 
weekend comrades.  

JoHN CARRUtHERS
1969-1983

T
THE GREEN GIFT

There are so many countless lessons I am grateful for that I learned at
camp that I apply weekly if not daily. 

I have been persistently working on a script for numerous years and re-
cently had to address some notes from the producer.

I needed all the mojo I could muster to get the script nailed. I’d  have to
go deep into my creative roots, couldn’t have anything hold me back...
To accomplish that I knew exactly what I needed... 

One was Peter Taylor's painting of the Chapel Point tree on the wall
near my desk, so I could glance up at it.  Peter was my LIT, Mike La-
timer was my counsellor.

A year ago I received a gift from Geoff Park who was my camper. He
had come through LA with his family and we made sure to get together:
he, Ken Mitchell and myself.  

It was then Geoff presented me
with a gift that has come in handy
on many mornings, and many oc-
casions, but on this day, when the
pressure was on, I needed to de-
liver these script changes. I had to
break the gift out. It was my final
good luck charm, it was the one
thing that would surely deliver me
the power, the inspiration and all
that I needed to get the script
done... a green melmac cup.  I’d
keep it filled with coffee and tea
throughout the day.  How I love
my coffee from the melmac cup
that I really reserve for special times of need.

I was so inspired by the moment I had to shoot a picture of it for Geoff,
Ken and Lub. Not saying procrastination was ever a problem for me...
but I’m sure others have... but I was then inspired to pull out the Rogers
Waters, rocked out a few hits which reminded me of Butters, Lub, Purdy
and the gang... About 20 minutes later I was fuelled and ready to write.

Now I have been on this script for many years, and to sum up, there as
my every part of life Kilcoo played in 1. Never give up. 2. It’s ‘the little
things…’ 

Melmac... I recommend everyone from camp have some melmac on
stand by. The things that didn’t seem like much at camp can     become
the most important things to help push you through to the finish line.

GEoff BRowNE
1984-1993

If you have ideas for articles of interest for future issues of the
Gazette please contact us at gazetteeditor@kilcoo.com. If you
have a good topic idea, we will do the follow up research; if
you want to write an article then write away! 

IDEAS ALWAYS WELCOME!



A LITTLE KILCOO ANCIENT HISTORY

KKilcoo’s first 28 campers arrived at the new camp onGull Lake on July 16th, 1932. The campers, whose par-
ents paid $12.50 per week, had travelled by train as far
as the line went and the rest of the way by camp truck. 

But, much effort had been required to get our now 86
year old camp started. As of the fall of 1931, the prop-
erty adjacent to the shoreline all the way around to
the mouth of the narrows was owned by the Lackie
family . Charlie Plewman had operated YMCA sum-
mer camp programs previously but wanted to start his
own camp. After seeing the future site of Kilcoo
Charlie negotiated a 15 year lease with Mr. Lackie
who at the time had no interested in offering any of
his coveted lots for sale.

son proposed we return to camp for a mid-
winter sweat. It would be the first of many, al-
though not without periodic interruption. With
the entire camp at our disposal – camp
blanche, as it were - mid-day recreation has
included ball and ice hockey, marathon skates
to Gibby’s...er Gull Rock, deep snow disc
golf, and extreme tobogganing. Sadly, no
amount of exercise has ever made this event
calorie-neutral.

Camp traditions beget more traditions, and
over the years members have added new
things to the proceedings. Stevie’s PhD in
Woodcraft provides rinkside warming shelters
and Dutch Oven baked goods; three kingly
men Burrhead, Trigger, and Jamie bring exotic
gifts from distant lands (Birch Beer, Alberta
beef, and 25 year old Macallan, respectively),
and Danielson and Ricky P co-chair an after-
noon rhetoric session that unearths our deepest
memories and attempts to put them in a mod-
ern context. I’m hard pressed to imagine a
place more conducive to banter and inanity
than that circle of chairs in Lub’s cabin. Of
course, no reunion is complete without a trip

KILCOO SAUNA CLUb REUNION jANUARY 2017

IIn the late 80’s or early 90’s a small group ofstaff fell into the invigorating habit of ending
each day in the sauna. Like a few robed
monks randomly mingling at Staff Feed we’d
converge at 11 pm and begin the solemn pro-
cession to our cedar-lined cinderblock tem-
ple. Doffing our gear at the door we’d take
up our habitual seats, and soon sweat and
commentary would pour forth in equal meas-
ure. When the heat got too much we’d stum-
ble onto the stubby sauna dock, mindful of
the intermittent bottom step and the tower’s
red flag. With deep dark Gull Lake below and
bright stars above and beyond, we’d take
turns pouring endless buckets overhead.
Routine soon became ritual and, like so many
informal clubs at Kilcoo, eventually spawned
an agenda, further unrestrained traditions,
and a constitution rivaling the Magna Carta.
While the genesis of the Kilcoo Sauna Club
(KSC) is shrouded in steam and still hotly de-
bated, 1991 is embroidered on the fuzzy plaid
bathrobes so let’s just go with that.

Then life beyond Kilcoo intervened. Fast for-
ward to 1999 when Michael “Huggy” Adam-

to Chapel Point to toast the Chief, followed by
sunset rhetoric atop the tower. Afterwards, the
fire in Lub’s cabin lures some into a belated
rest hour while others heed the steward’s bell.
Dinner is ready when Elmo pronounces the
steaks perfect (and they are!) and Huggy lays
out a cornucopia of fixings. Grace is sung with
gusto, and the second act begins.  

Like clockwork, we trek to the sauna at 11
pm. Top-shelf seating is a little cozier than
most remember, but our added insulation
makes up for the sauna’s lack. Proxies are
read and orders of business discussed. And re-
discussed. Eventually the indefatigable
Meanerbrain is cheered into stunning feats of
physical prowess. The brave have rolled in the
snow, but with age comes some wisdom;
there hasn’t been a snow angel in quite some
time. A recent addition to the evening is the
post-sauna bonfire. Mouse holds court – shirt-
less before a blaze worthy of the Canoe Pag-
eant raft – stoking and prodding both the fire
and each of us, drawing forth the raw and real
talk of our everyday existence. It’s a cathartic
reminder of what, and who, is most important
in life.

Dawn arrives too soon and life beckons. In
the absence of Jean Marie I prepare a modest
breakfast, albeit without porridge or tomato
juice (sorry Mrs. Chief!). After one final and
familiar ritual – cabin clean-up – we hug and
part company. It’s an exhausting and thera-
peutic weekend on so many fronts and we are
thankful to Lub (and all the Latimers) for the
opportunity to reconnect at camp. As much as
times have changed, Kilcoo remains relevant,
vibrant, and timeless. Rip ram!

MICHAEL BAIN
1981-1995

To accommodate the first campers
Charlie relocated a number of wooden
shacks that had been purchased by the
Lackie’s when the Department of
highways had completed the widen-
ing of the dirt and gravel highway a
few years before. Five of the shacks
became the first camper cabins, an-
other three were patched together to
form the Kilcare cottage and the last
three were cobbled together to form the original lodge(dining hall) which lasted
until 1962. Today the only remaining buildings from Kilcoo’s inaugural year are
two small cabins known as The Cottage and The Ritz now located across from
the tuck shop.

PAUL CHAMBERLAIN

Ethel Plewman at Kilcoo, November 1931



MY CANOE bUILDING ADVENTURE

II’ve owned several canoes over my lifetime so far, but always wasintrigued with the process of how they were built.

As a Kilcoo counsellor back in ’56 and ’57, I met with some serious
flack from our section head when I set out to Ruth’s Island to scavenge
some Birch logs. The plan was to have our cabin 14 build a small
canoe. Of course I hadn’t a clue about how to do this, but thought we
could learn/improvise along the way. Again it was a bit foolhardy, and
for a variety of reasons, including time constraints, this heroic enter-
prise was aborted. It was only through Clive Chamberlain’s interces-
sion on my behalf with John (the Chief) Latimer that I wasn’t fired.

Fast forward 60+ years to a leisurely solo paddle around a small
Haliburton lake at my sister’s cottage. Along the shoreline I saw a
beautiful cedar strip canoe of various shades; no external canvas
or internal ribs. How could this be possible, and how could I get
my hands on one? Several months of phone calls/emails and visits
to various canoe builders in Southern Ontario led me to the work-
shop of the Carlisle Canoe Company and its owner, Roger Foster. 

He was able to explain the new high-tech method using an adapta-
tion of the old Chestnut/Peterborough canoe moulds to construct a
wooden canoe solidified by new-age transparent fibreglass-epoxy,

fully waterproof, near bulletproof
AND preserving the external multi-
coloured west-coast red cedar strips
without being covered with canvas or
needing the support of internal ribs.
After being knocked over by the
price which would be several thou-
sand dollars less if I were to build it
myself under his tutelage, I started
this demanding process not without
some trepidation. 

Over much of the late fall
and then winter, travel-
ling to Carlsle once or
twice a week, the job was
completed. The various
stages started with select-
ing the knot-free straight-
grained hardwood ash
and black cherry for the
gunwales, deck, yoke,
bow and stern stems,
carefully gluing and stapling the soft-wood cedar strips to the
mould, removing staples when glue dried, hand sanding the hull,
steaming and affixing the stems, cutting carefully to fit with a
Siduku saw - (a marvelous precision hand tool), next laying on the
fibreglass fine cloth requiring extra help from family to quickly
apply the epoxy resin before it hardened. More squeegeeing to
smooth the surface then more sanding - affixing the inner and outer
gunwales requiring lots of twisting, holding, powerscrewing in
place with geometric balancing tools to insure precision floatability.
The most difficult task - well, the boring part, was the traditional
cane lacing of bow and stern seats - a 14 hour job with (alas) fre-
quent revisions required. My varnishing skills left something to be
desired, a source of some distress to my instructor, so when I arrived
one morning to apply the second of four coats he had done it himself
to save me more embarrassment.

I brought the finished work of art home on the roof of my SUV and
left it there for several days to impress my hiking friends in Elora
who didn’t really believe I could do this. I seriously thought the
canoe was too beautiful to be endangered in the rocky rapids of the
Grand River and would better be seen suspended over our fireplace
mantle. But my wife felt otherwise!

StAN LItCH
1956-1958

O
CANOE TRIP CULINARY DELIGHTS

Over Kilcoo’s 86 years the meals provided
for canoe trips have gone through a remark-
able change. All of us can perhaps summon
up memories of the food we enjoyed in our
years at camp, but what did campers in
other decades rely on for their survival?

In the late 50’s the two main food suppliers
for trips were Gumperts and National Gro-
cers. Gumperts’ food came as powders in
plastic bags and included pancake mix, oat-
meal and hot trail cereal, soups, juices and
hot chocolate, pizza mix and the less popu-
lar scrambled egg mix. All you had to do
was add water. 

From National Grocers we received a num-
ber of canned goods from corned beef to
synthetic meat delicacies with names like
Spam, canned fruit and puddings, and Kraft
macaroni. These items were augmented
with poly bags filled with dried fruit or nuts. 

As we transitioned into the early 60’s, vac-
uum packed dehydrated foods began to ap-
pear. All heated foods were prepared over
open fires. We also were able to take bread,

peanut butter and jam and they often be-
came the common fare for many meals.
Halzone tablets were a staple item in first
aid kits to be used to “purify” lake water for
use.

It should not be surprising that upon a return
to camp the happy trippers were ravenous
for whatever food the kitchen in the lodge
could offer.

To compare with the above, the spring 2018
issue of the Gazette will offer a description
of the typical trip menu for campers and
staff in 2017. 

YoDAR kRItCH
1954-1960



A TRIbUTE TO TONY WATTS
Tony and I go all the way back to Public School in the 1940's and 
remained close friends until he moved to the USA. As kids we both
had Globe and Mail paper routes which was a morning edition and
required being up at 5am. We often ended up at his house on Satur-
day am after finishing our routes to relax at his house and enjoy a
breakfast with his family. Of course Kilcoo was a big part of both
our early years .

Tony had a big love for
Kilcoo and kept that love
till the end of his life. He
was the reason that I at-
tended the 75th Kilcoo
celebration along with
Dave Butler and Don See-
back, both whom I had
known since  public
school. Sadly, both of these old campers have since passed on. Tony
always talked about returning to camp and diving off the big old
swim tower, and that is exactly what he did in 2014. When he
finished his camp visit he paid me a visit at our cottage

I had not seen Tony since the ‘75 reunion and was saddened by the
decline in his condition. His breathing was labored and his eyesight
was very poor and even walking a few steps was difficult. Yet despite
his poor condition he was cheerful and optimistic. How he managed
the solo drive from the USA to camp amazes me. He did it with sheer
guts and determination. Now my old friend can rest in peace.

GARY wARD
1946-1951

Tony (right) with Gary Ward 2014

REMEMbERING bILL MACRAE
At the camp’s closing banquet in 1981 Chief John Latimer urged
the people in the Kilcoo community to not just be good people, but
be great people. Certainly that was what Dad was in every aspect
of his life.

First as a camper in 1953, he moved on to be a counsellor and then
returned in the 70’s as the camp doctor. In his medical career he was
recognized both as an exemplary ophthalmologist and educator and
was the recipient of several awards.

Perhaps more important to him was his devotion to his family, his
sincere interest in his many friends, and his commitment to   phi-
lanthropy. For quite a few years he served as the chair of the board
of Camp Awakening and more recently supported Amici by partic-
ipating in the Canoe Heads fund raiser.

Dad passed away on July 7th of this year
after a battle with metastatic sarcoma. His
family and many friends will remember and
miss him as a man of great integrity who was
humble and compassionate,    possessing an
unique sense of humour,  and who com-
manded respect just as he  believed in re-
specting others. 

wILLIE MACRAE
1976-1997

REFLECTIONS ON THE REUNION
I am still in the absolute afterglow of those glorious 40 hours at
camp.  We could not have asked for much more.  It was all there:
a multi-generational group bonded by something bigger than any
one of us; spectacular late September weather; hugs and smiles
and tears and laughter (my belly still hurts); a rousing singsong;
Maker of Men; a gathering at Chapel Point.  It was all there.

There were many moments I will treasure for a long time, but most
special for me was being in a beautiful cedar strip with a great old
friend as the light began to fade and the gathering on the beach stood
shoulder to shoulder listening to David then Michael speak what we
all felt.  The perspective from the water...the perfectly still water...was
glorious.  The reflection of all those Kilcoo men in Gull Lake...the
clear leadership and passion and inclusion which came with the
words spoken.  Magic...all of it.

As always, I am better for the time spent with Kilcoo friends.  I
have walked a little taller this week.  I have been a little kinder.
And I have aimed a little higher. Keep being great!

MICHAEL RoLAND
1980-1995

My friends and I always say how we have this on the calendar
every time and it is 'non-negotiable'. Good thing is that our wives
know how important these weekends are to us and send us out
the door every time. 

JoHN DEMPStER
1986-2000

It's remarkable watching so many different generations all
enjoying a similar, yet different, experience all at the same time
and at the same place and with such varied memories of what
camp is to them...if that makes sense. Can't wait for 2020!

MICHAEL ADAMSoN
1979-1997

The reunion in September was my fourth. The energy and nostalgia
that permeated the camp over the weekend was amazing, and the
unseasonably hot weather had people acting like it was still summer.
Walking into the lodge on Friday night to see dozens of old friends
was a great feeling and rewound the years very quickly. Some people
I see semi-regularly in the city, but others live further away and the
reunion can be the only time we will run into each other. Even though
the physical side of the camp subtly changes, the overall feeling of
Kilcoo remains the same. 

DEREk HEPBURN
1996-2009

1964 Roommates


